Introduction
Neutron transport methods used to establish subcriticality require validation by comparison to critical experiments considered to be benchmarks. Whisper is a sensitivity/uncertainty analysis tool developed to assist with the task of validation in nuclear criticality safety. Details on the Whisper methodology can be found in References 1-3 on the MCNP® reference collection website at https://mcnp.lanl.gov. During the process of validation there can be cases where a benchmark experiment may be found to be a statistical outlier, in which the calculated k-effective value and the experiment k-effective value differ by an amount atypical for similar experiments. A methodology optionally employed by Whisper is the exclusion of statistical outliers based upon the iterative diagonal chi-squared statistical rejection technique. Alternatively, there is an option to include all benchmarks in the Whisper library collection, even those benchmarks found to be statistical outliers, when computing the bias, bias uncertainty and margin of subcriticality (MOS) leading to establishment of the baseline upper subcritical limit (USL). A comparison study has been done to compute USLs with and without statistical outliers in the Whisper benchmark collection to determine what effect rejection of statistical outliers has on the recommended USL. The results show little overall difference in the recommended baseline USLs developed by Whisper when excluding statistical outliers. Additionally, there does not appear to be a clear trend in predicting whether the baseline USL will be higher or lower when rejecting statistical outliers from the benchmark critical experiment collection used for validation. 
. MCNP6.2 ANECF and EALF results for Pu metal cases
The results for the Whisper-1.1 baseline USL are reported below. A separate USL was computed for each process model case using a benchmark collection reduced due to exclusions based upon the iterative diagonal chi-squared rejection method. Then the USL was computed for each process model case using a benchmark collection consisting of all 1101 benchmark experiments contained in the Whisper-1.1 library.
The baseline USL is slightly higher when excluding benchmarks. The difference between the baseline USL when excluding benchmarks and the baseline USL when using all benchmarks in the library ranges from 0.00017 to 0.00021. The calculational margin calculated by Whisper is shown below. The calculational margin is slightly larger when there are no benchmark exclusions. The difference between the calculational margin when excluding benchmarks and the baseline USL when using all benchmarks in the library ranges from -0.00017 to -0.00021. The magnitude of the difference in the baseline USL computed by Whisper when using all benchmarks versus the baseline USL computed by Whisper when excluding outliers is due to the calculational margin (bias and bias uncertainty) and not due to the margin of subcriticality for to nuclear data. 
Benchmark Exclusions No Benchmark Exclusions
The margin of subcriticality due to nuclear data uncertainty is shown below. The MOSnuclear data is calculated from the sensitivity profile created by MCNP6.2 and the nuclear data covariances. GLLS adjustment of nuclear data covariances may be influenced by the benchmark collection. Therefore, two studies of nuclear data covariance adjustment were done. The initial study was conducted using the reduced benchmark set that does not include rejected outliers. In the subsequent study, Whisper nuclear data covariance adjustment was also done using the entire benchmark suite, keeping the benchmarks that were found to be outliers in the set. It was found that there are insignificant differences in the MOSnuclear data computed by Whisper whether or not the benchmark collection excludes outliers. For this reason the MOSnuclear data is the same for the case in which all benchmarks in the library are used versus the case in which benchmarks may be excluded based upon statistical rejection. Differences in the Whisper USLs generated when using a benchmark suite that excludes outliers versus the Whisper USLs generated when using a benchmark suite containing the entire library of 1101 benchmarks is due to differences in the Whisper calculational margin and not the MOSnuclear data. It is important to note that only a subset of the benchmarks in the collection, enough found to be neutronically similar for valid statistical analysis in each case, are used to compute the baseline USL. For the plutonium metal cases the series of relevant benchmark experiments are those from PU-MET-FAST and MIX-MET-FAST. From those sets of experiments there are four benchmark experiments which were found to be statistical outliers: PU-MET-FAST-016-001, PU-MET-FAST-039-001, PU-MET-FAST-041-001, and MIX-MET-FAST-007-002. When using Whisper to determine experiments similar to the application and including all 1101 benchmark experiments in the collection (not rejecting outliers) the only benchmark, which would have been rejected if allowed, found to be neutronically similar to the plutonium metal application cases was PU-MET-FAST-039-001. This benchmark was chosen for each of the 91 process model cases with the highest ck = 0.9956. A ck = 1 implies perfect correlation, therefore PU-MET-FAST-039-001 was found to be highly correlated, or to have high neutronic similarity, to the plutonium metal application cases.
The difference in baseline USL for a benchmark collection with exclusions versus a benchmark collection without exclusions was from 0.00017 to 0.00021. The plutonium solution cases consist of two right circular cylinders of plutonium metal-water mixture that are touching and resting atop a ½-inch thick stainless steel floor. The plutonium in each of the cylinders is 520 grams of 100% ). Parameterizing the plutonium concentration in the cylinder and H/D ratio as described resulted in 518 different cases. Internal to each individual case the cylinder concentration and H/D were identical to one another; there was no variation amongst cylinders in an individual case. The model geometry is shown below in Figure 8 . MCNP6.2 was used to determine k-effective, the average energy of neutrons causing fission, the energy of the average lethargy of neutrons causing fission, and sensitivity profiles for each of the 518 process model cases. The results are shown below in Figures 9 and 10 . Whisper-1.1 was used to find benchmarks neutronically similar to each process model case using sensitivity profiles, determine the calculational margin and portions of the margin of subcriticality leading to the baseline USL. The results for the Whisper-1.1 baseline USL are reported below in Figure 11 . A separate USL was computed for each process model case using a benchmark collection with exclusions based upon the iterative diagonal chi-squared rejection method. Then the baseline USL was computed for each process model case using a benchmark collection consisting of all 1101 benchmark experiments contained in the Whisper-1.1 library.
The baseline USL is slightly higher when there were no benchmark exclusions. When calculating the baseline USL with a reduced set of benchmarks in the Whisper collection due to statistical rejection the lowest baseline USL = 0.97317 and the highest 0.98079. When including all benchmarks in the Whisper collection the lowest baseline USL = 0.97317 and the highest = 0.98089.The largest difference in the baseline USL when comparing using all benchmarks with the Whisper results when using a reduced set of benchmarks due to statistical rejection, USLBenchmark Exclusions -USL No Benchmark Exclusions = -0.00027 for Case 67 with a plutonium concentration of 27.5 g/L and H/D of 1.25. It should be noted that in this case, and many other cases, it is slightly non-conservative to include all benchmarks because the baseline USL is actually higher when including all benchmarks. For Case 67 the recommended baseline USL is 0.97925 when rejecting benchmark outliers and 0.97952 when including all benchmarks. A comparison of similar benchmarks for this case is studied to attempt to determine the specific benchmarks leading to the baseline USL differences and is shown in Table 2 .
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9.E-07 In order to examine the differences in the USL more closely, the USLNo Benchmark Exclusions-USL Benchmark Exclusions is shown in Figure 12 below. As discussed in the preceding paragraph, it is non-conservative in the solution cases modeled to include all benchmarks because the baseline USL is slightly higher when including all benchmarks. the calculational margin when excluding benchmarks vs. using all benchmarks in the library ranges from 0 to 0.00026. The magnitude of the difference in the baseline USL computed by Whisper when using all benchmarks versus the baseline USL computed by Whisper when excluding outliers is due to the calculational margin (bias and bias uncertainty) and not due to the margin of subcriticality for nuclear data.
Figure 13. Whisper-1.1 calculational margin results for Pu metal-water mixture "solution" cases (using MCNP6.2 calculations with 100,000 neutrons per cycle) when using all benchmarks in the collection versus excluding benchmark outliers based upon statistical rejection.
The margin of subcriticality due to nuclear data uncertainty is shown below in Figure 14 . The MOSnuclear data is calculated from the sensitivity profile created by MCNP6.2 and the nuclear data covariances. GLLS adjustment of nuclear data covariances may be influenced by the benchmark collection. Therefore, two studies of nuclear data covariance adjustment were done. The initial study was conducted using the reduced benchmark set that does not include rejected outliers. In the subsequent study, Whisper nuclear data covariance adjustment was also done using the entire benchmark suite, keeping the benchmarks that were found to be outliers in the set. It was found that there are insignificant differences in the MOSnuclear data computed by Whisper whether or not the benchmark collection excludes outliers. For this reason the MOSnuclear data is the same for the case in which all benchmarks in the library are used versus the case in which benchmarks may be excluded based upon statistical rejection. Differences in the Whisper USLs generated when using a benchmark suite that excludes outliers versus the Whisper USLs generated when using a benchmark suite containing the entire library of 1101 benchmarks is due to differences in the Whisper calculational margin and not the MOSnuclear data. It is important to note that only a subset of the benchmarks in the collection, enough found to be neutronically similar for valid statistical analysis in each case, are used to compute the baseline USL. For the plutonium metal-water mixture "solution" cases the series of relevant benchmark experiments are those from PU-SOL-THERM and MIX-SOL-THERM. From those sets of experiments there are twenty-four benchmark experiments which were found to be statistical outliers and they are shown in Table 3 , with the number of times chosen as neutronically similar to an application and the highest correlation coefficient. A ck = 1 implies perfect correlation and many of the benchmarks in Table 3 are found to be highly correlated, or to have high neutronic similarity, to the plutonium metal-water mixture application cases.
The Table 2 , with benchmarks which would have been excluded based upon the statistical rejection method shown in bold text. Overall Max. Ck = 0.9974
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Pu Oxide Cases
The plutonium oxide cases were conducted as a parameter study to cover a range of applicable process models. The process models consisted of three right circular cylinders of plutonium oxide-water mixture on a stainless steel floor reflected radially by 1-inch thick water to represent personnel and incidental reflection. The three identical cylinders were placed touching in a triangular pattern with their bases sitting on the ½-inch thick stainless steel floor. The plutonium was modeled as 100% 239 Pu. The mass of the Pu oxide-water mix is fixed at 3500 g. The oxide-water mix has a varied water atomic fraction from 1e-6 (effectively zero for a dry powder) to 0.999 (which looks like a solution). This corresponds to varying the concentration of the plutonium from 1014.2 to 1.32 g/L. The density of the oxide-water mix is a linear combination of theoretical density oxide at 11.5 g/cm 3 and water at 1.0 g/cm 3 . The H/D ratio of the cylinders was kept constant at 1.6. Parameterizing the oxide-water mix concentration per cylinder as described resulted in 106 different cases.
MCNP6.2 was used to determine k-effective, the average energy of neutrons causing fission, the energy of the average lethargy of neutrons causing fission, and sensitivity profiles for each of the 106 process model cases. The results are shown below in Figures 16 and 17 . Whisper-1.1 was used to find benchmarks neutronically similar to each process model case using sensitivity profiles, determine the calculational margin and portions of the margin of subcriticality leading to the baseline USL. The results for the Whisper-1.1 baseline USL are reported below. A separate USL was computed for each process model case using a benchmark collection with exclusions based upon the iterative diagonal chisquared rejection method. Then the baseline USL was computed for each process model case using a benchmark collection consisting of all 1101 benchmark experiments contained in the Whisper-1. 5.0E-01
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Energy of Average Neutron Lethargy causing fission Average Neutron Energy Causing Fission the recommended baseline USL is 0.97429 when rejecting benchmark outliers and 0.97663 when including all benchmarks. A comparison of similar benchmarks for this case is studied to attempt to determine the specific benchmarks leading to the baseline USL differences, the results of which are shown in Table 4 . The calculational margin (bias and bias uncertainty) calculated by Whisper is shown below in Figure 19 . The calculational margin is slightly smaller when there are no benchmark exclusions for water fraction ≥0.3. The difference between the calculational margin when excluding benchmarks and the baseline USL when using all benchmarks in the library ranges from -0.0001 to 0.00234. The magnitude of the difference in the baseline USL computed by Whisper when using all benchmarks versus the baseline USL computed by Whisper when excluding outliers is due to the calculational margin (bias and bias uncertainty) and not due to the margin of subcriticality for to nuclear data. The margin of subcriticality due to nuclear data uncertainty is shown below in Figure 20 . The MOSnuclear data is calculated from the sensitivity profile created by MCNP6.2 and the nuclear data covariances. GLLS adjustment of nuclear data covariances may be influenced by the benchmark collection. Therefore, two studies of nuclear data covariance adjustment were done. The initial study was conducted using the reduced benchmark set that does not include rejected outliers. In the subsequent study, Whisper nuclear data covariance adjustment was also done using the entire benchmark suite, keeping the benchmarks that were found to be outliers in the set. It was found that there are insignificant differences in the MOSnuclear data computed by Whisper whether or not the benchmark collection excludes outliers. For this reason the MOSnuclear data is the same for the case in which all benchmarks in the library are used versus the case in which benchmarks may be excluded based upon statistical rejection. Differences in the Whisper USLs generated when using a benchmark suite that excludes outliers versus the Whisper USLs generated when using a benchmark suite containing the entire library of 1101 benchmarks is due to differences in the Whisper calculational margin and not the MOSnuclear data. 4.00E-01 6.00E-01 8.00E-01 1.00E+00
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It is important to note that only a subset of the benchmarks in the collection, enough found to be neutronically similar for valid statistical analysis in each case, are used to compute the baseline USL. For the plutonium oxide-water mixture cases the energy spectrum ranges from fast to intermediate and thermal depending on the amount of water in the mixture, and the series of relevant benchmark experiments are those from PU-COMP-MIXED, PU-MET-FAST, MIX-MET-FAST, PU-SOL-THERM, and MIX-SOL-THERM. From those sets of experiments there are forty-four benchmark experiments which were found to be statistical outliers and they are shown in Table 4 , with the number of times chosen as neutronically similar to an application and the highest correlation coefficient. A ck = 1 implies perfect correlation and many of the benchmarks in Table 4 are found to be highly correlated, or to have high neutronic similarity, to the plutonium-oxide water mixture application cases. Pu is found to be small. The results show little overall difference in the recommended baseline USLs developed by Whisper when excluding statistical outliers. Additionally, there does not appear to be a clear trend in predicting whether the baseline USL will be higher or lower when rejecting statistical outliers from the benchmark critical experiment collection used for validation.
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The baseline recommended USL, calculational margin and margin of subcriticality for nuclear data uncertainty was presented for many plutonium application cases ranging from fast metal systems to intermediate moist oxide systems to thermal solution systems. Results show there is little difference in baseline USL when using a reduced benchmark collection due to statistical rejection of outliers. Overall maximum difference in baseline USL between the two methods: There is slight nonconservatism, i.e., the baseline USL is greater, when including all the benchmarks in the Whisper-1.1 collection and not using the available statistical rejection technique to exclude benchmark outliers. The magnitude of the difference in the baseline USL computed by Whisper when using all benchmarks versus the baseline USL computed by Whisper when excluding outliers is due to the calculational margin (bias and bias uncertainty) and not due to the margin of subcriticality for to nuclear data. 
Appendix-Whisper-1.1 Benchmark Collection Relevant to Plutonium Systems
